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THE SINGULARITIES OF P-FUNCTIONS OF 
RIGHT-CODIMENSION SMALLER OR EQUAL THAN EIGHT 
BY 
DIRK SIERSMA 
(Communicated by Prof. N. H. KUIPER at the meeting of September 30, 1972) 
In this paper the singularities of germs of real functions are classified 
under Right-equivalence in the case of codimension < 8. In codimension 
< 6 there are only a finite number of equivalence-classes ; in codimension 
7 and 8 there are also l-parameter families of equivalence-classes. 
Already well-known are the singularities of codimension 64, the so- 
called THOM’S catastrophies. (cf [S]). 
The classification given here is a slight generalisation of that of J. 
Mather in codimension < 5 (unpublished). The system of the proof is 
due to him. In this paper we announce the results and give an indication 
of their proofs. A more detailed treatment of the subject will appear 
later elsewhere. 
I. DEFINITIONS 
(a) Let &a denote the ring of germs at _O E Rn of C”-functions f : Rn -+ R 
and &n the ideal, consisting of all f with f(2) = 0. An is the unique maximal 
ideal in gn and d%=(xi, . . . . zn), the ideal generated by xl, . . ., xn ; see [a]. 
(b) Two germs f, g E dn are called Right-equivalent if there exists a 
Cm-diffeomorfism 4 : (Rn, _O) --f (Rn, O_) such that f =g$. Notation : f z g. 
Two germs f, g E dm are called Right-Left-equivalent if there exist C”- 
diffeomorfisms $: (Rn, O_) + (Rn, _O) and y: (R, 0) --f (R, 0) such that yf =g+. 
Notation: f s g. 
(c) For f E Aa we define : 
The Right-codimension of f = codimw( f) = dim, (b1 f ,: ~ 
n 
f) 
The Right-Left-codimension of f = codimwY(f) = dim An 
R zfk+(hf, m-.3 hf) 
where (blf, . . . . bnf) is the ideal, generated by the partial derivatives of f 
and Zfk is the R-vectorspace, generated by f and the powers of f. 
The Right-codimension of f is equal to the codimension of the orbit 
of f under the Right-action of the group of all diffeomotisms of (Rn, _O) 
to (RB, (3) ; and the Right-Left-codimension of f is equal to the codimension 
of the orbit of f under the Right-action of the group of all diffeomorfisms 
of (Rn, 9) to (Rn, _O) and the Left-action of the group of all diffeomorfisms 
of (R, 0) to (R, 0) simultaneously. 
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Examples : 
(i) codim~ (21~ + 2~~) = 5 
(ii) codimg (xi4 + 2~~) = 8 
(iii) codimg (zr2z2) = 00 
(iv) codimg (~3 +x33 +x33) = 7. 
(d) By fk we denote the Taylor-series of f at _O E Rn up to the kth-degree 
terms. Two germs f and g are called k-jet-equivalent iff fk=gt. The equiva- 
lence-classes are called k-jets. 
(e) A germ f is called Right-determined by its k-jet or (9-k-sufficient) if 
w 
fk=gk -f -9. 
Let oB(f) be the smallest integer such that f is Right-determined by 
its k-jet. If no such integer exists we write os(f)=m. 
II. THE TOOLS 
(a) THEOREM 1: 
ulnk c wftn(alf, . . . . b,f)+Jnk+l =+-f is Right-determined by its k-jet. 
THEOREM 2: 
f is Right-determined by its k-jet =s- dnk+l C Jn(bi f, . . ., &f). 
The proofs are due to MATHER [5] and follow from his papers on the 
stability of (?-mappings. As reference we give the summary of WALL [lo]. 
Examples : Direct computations give : 
(i) a&~r~ + ~2~) = 4 
(ii) a9(~14+x3~)=4 or 5. 
(iii) a&12z2) = cm 
(iv) fJg(X13+X33+X33)=3 or 4. 
It is unpleasant, that in most cases the theorems only give a choice 
between two numbers for og(f); then further computations are needed. 
However we have: 
(b) LEMMA: Let f be a homogeneous polynominal of degree k. 
The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) d9ak+l C dn(blf, -.-P bf) 
(2) f is Right-determined by its k-jet. 
COROLLARY: a&$ + x34) = 4. 
~g+13fX23fX33)= 3. 
(c) SPLITTING-LEMMA: Let f E A%. If a&f)<oo and fl = 0 then: 
f(Xl, ...P Xn) Eg(% . . . . G)+&(G+l, -.., Ga) 
where &(xr+l, . . . , 2,) is a non-degenerate quadratic form and ga = 0. 
(1) 
t2) 
1:; 
(6) 
I:; 
(9 
(9) 
PO) 
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PROOF : cf. MATHER [6] or GROMOLL-MEYER [3]. 
The number r is called the mank of f. 
(d) LEMMA: r = 0 =c- codim&) = 0. 
r = 1 =c- codim&) > 1. 
r= 2 =+ codim&) > 3. 
r = 3 =+ codim&) > 7. 
r = 4 =+- codim&) > 14. 
The proof is a direct computation, concerning the ideal (big, . . ., brg) 
for g a function of lowest degree 3. 
III. MAIN THEOREM 
For f E An with codim9 (f) < 00 and fi E 0 we have 
either: f z &+g where g is a germ of exactly one of the polynominals 
in the following list. 
or: codim&) > 8. 
r=o 
r=l 
r=2 
g=o 0 
g= f 215 k>3 
g=z1s f 21222 
g=P$xa f z,z 1>4 
gels f x.2 1>4 
g’“13+“12$ 
g=@12f ~22)(xl2+ax22);OL#O, -1, 1 
k-2 k-2 
3 3 
1 1 
21-3 21-3 
6 6 
8 8 
r=3 g=23222+213+glz1232+g2z38 
with A = 4gls+ 27922 #O 
g=“l”s2-Lz$ f 214 
g=213+22% rt zl2.3+~Q4;p#O 
0 
Outline of the proof: 
The proof follows increasing corank T of f. 
Using the splitting-lemma: f E &+g we compute codima(g) and as(g) 
in most cases straight from the formula’s with the ideal (big, . .., &g). 
First we consider gs and hope that it is Rightdetermined by its 3-jet, 
if not we consider 94, 95, . . ., etc., until gk is s-determined by is k-jet 
or cod.imB (g) 2 8. 
r=O: Then codimg(fa)=O and o&f)=2, and formula (1) applies. 
T = 1: Suppose gk = ocxiL and a #O ; k> 3. Here we have codimg(gk) = k, 
aW(gk) =k and formula (2) applies. 
r = 2 : g&i, x2) is a homogeneous polynominal of degree 3 in zi and ~2. 
case 1: gs 5zi(si2 f x22) (3 factors) : 3-sufbcient, formula (3). 
case 2 : g3 -x12x2 (2 factors) : not-3-sufficient ; considera- 
tion of 94, etc. gives formula (4). 
3 Indagationes 
w 
case 3 : g3 -x13 
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(1 factor) : not-3-sufficient ; consideration 
of g4 and gs gives formula (5) or (6). 
case 4: g3Z0 
a&Q+x1~23) needs extra computations. 
gives formula (7). 
r = 3 : gs(xl, x2, 23) is a 3 rd degree homogeneous polynominal in x1, x2 and 
~3. The equation gs=O gives a cubic curve in the projective plane. 
We now use the projective cIassification of real cubic curves (cf. &JRAU 
[l] or v. D. WAERDEN [9]). 
Case I: gs= 0 is reducible. (fig. 1.) 
a) g3z f x1( f xl2 + m2 + a2) codim&) > 9 
b) g3~n(wwxs2) 
1 
codim&) > 9 
c) g3-x1x2x3 cod+&) 2 9 
d) g3 z x1x&l -22) codim&) > 11 
e) g3--12z2 
f) g3%3 
codim&) 2 11 
codimw(f) > 15 
Fig. 1. 
Case II: gs= 0 is irreducible. (fig. 2.) 
a) elliptic curve ( =without multiple points). 
g3~~3~22+~~3+g~x~~s2+g2~33 with d=4g1~+27gaa#O. 
codimg (ga)= 7 and o&f)= 3. So we have formula (8). 
b) curve with cusp-point: 
g3~x1x+ 3 x2 is not a-determined by its 3-jet. 
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However we have : g4 %~xss-zaa, k 214 with codimg(g4) = 8 and 09(j) =4. 
This gives formula (a). 
c) curve with doublepoint: 
ga %x~a+x&rs f x1223 is not W-determined by its 3-jet. 
However we have: 
ga~X13+~22~3 & ~1~~3+@34 with p#O. 
and codimg (94) = 8 and a&j) =4. This gives formula (la). 
bSE IIA 
Fig. 2. 
IV. RIGHT-EQUIVALENCE AND RICMT-LEFT-EQUIVALENCE 
We recall the definitions of codimension: 
codim9(j) = dim d7a Jffa 
R (blj, . * * , h&f) 
; codimaa(j) = dim, 
‘v+ (W, **.,hf)' 
If codimg (j) < oo then also codimw, p (j) < 00. 
If cod.impa( j) < 00 then by a result of SERGERAERT [7] jk E (bl j, . . . , bn j) 
for some k E N. So also codimg(j) < 00. 
If k is the smallest integer for which this relation holds, we have 
moreover codims( j) = codimgg( j) + (k - 1). 
A result of SMTO [6] gives: 
f E (blf, --*, on j) e j is quasi-homogeneous. 
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In our classification of 9-codimension < 8 all germs are quasi-homoge- 
neous, except (lo): g=2i3+xa2x3 f ~1~xs+/krs~ (p#O). 
A computation gives here : codim&g) = 8 and cod.imga(g) = 7. 
So the 9?9-orbit is one codimension lower than the g-orbit. 
In fact all germs of (la) are .9&Y-equivalent: 
9=x13+222x3 f x12x3+px34 (B#O). 
pg=px13+px22x3 f /936321223+/!?4x34 
p3g= (/?x1)3+ (px2)2(px3) f (/3xd2(px3)+ (j3x3)4. 
so 9-E x13+x22x3 & x12x3 +x34. 
In the formula’s (a), (4) Z=even, (5) and (0) the &-signs can be replaced 
by +$igns (under BY-equivalence). In all other cases in the list the 
933’~ola&@oation coincides with the W-classification. 
V. SCALAR INVARIANTS 
(a) THEOREM: The parameter 1x ~0, - 1, 1 of g = (xi2 rt x$)(x12 +orx$) 
is an invariant under Right- and Right-Left-equivalence. 
This invariant depends on the cross-ratio of the four (complex) lines 
with equation g = 0, which is an invariant under projective transformations. 
(b) THEOREM : The number 
i= 1728. *13 
+713+ ql22 
is an invariant of g = x3x22 + xi3 + gi 21x32 + gaxaa. It is the classical i-invariant 
of elliptic cubic curves in algebraic geometry. (cf. CASSELS [2]). 
Two elliptic curves over C are equivalent iff i(s) =i(ca). 
Two elliptic curves over R are equivalent iff their ga’s have the same 
sign and i(s) = j(c2). 
For ga #O we can give a description by one parameter: 
g=x3222+x13+c1x~x~2 f x23. 
(c) THEOREM: The parameter p #O of g = xi3 + z22x3 & ~1~x3 + pxs4 is 
an invariant under Right-equivalence only ; for Right-Left-equivalence 
99 we have: g - x13+222x3 f x1223+234. 
(d) COROLLARY: W3)={f-G I d co im&) Q 6) consists of a finite 
number of orbits and R(7) = {f E dn ] codim&) = 7) and S(S) = (1 E An 1 
codim&) = S> consist of an infinite number of orbits (for Right-equiva- 
lence and for Right-Left-equivalence). 
The author wishes to thank Professor N. H. Kuiper for many useful 
conversations. 
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